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The article under review gives a constructive proof of a theorem of Ash and Stevens on the existence
of rigid analytic cohomology classes for congruence subgroupsΓ of SL3(Z). These rigid analytic
cohomology classes are cocycles onΓ with values in an appropriate space ofp-adic distributions.
Their interest lies in the fact that they are attached top-adic families of modular forms onGL3,
and seem to encode much useful information about these families, such as their associatedp-
adic L-functions. A key idea in the author’s construction is that the rigid analytic cohomology
classes are characterised by their specialisation to a certain (fixed) weightk0, together with the
fact that they are eigenvectors for the Hecke operators atp (the so-calledUp-operator, which plays
a key role in the theory). In the setting of ordinary families, such eigenclasses can be obtained
by an iterative approach which involves applying theUp operator repeatedly to a class which
admits the desired specialisation in weightk0. One of the key computational simplifications in
the authors’ algorithm arises from their adaptation of an idea of Matthew Greenberg to the setting
of GL3. Namely, in constructing the desired eigenclass, they observe that it is possible to work
at the level of distribution-valued cochains rather than cocycles, because theUp operator acts
topologically nilpotently on the quotient of the former by the latter; thus theUp-eigenvector that
is obtained in the limit automatically satisfies a cocycle condition. This fact turns out to be very
useful, because it is easier computationally to lift a weightk0-cocycle to a distribution-valued
cochain, for which no cocycle relation has to be enforced. It is worth insisting on the fact that,
although rigid analytic cohomology classes may appear hard to compute a priori (for example, the
associated distribution spaces are typically infinite-dimensional), the constructions explained in
this article lead to an algorithm that is efficient in practice as well as in theory. In fact, the authors’
approach, which builds on fundamental ideas of Stevens, also appears to be the best suited to
working algorithmically withp-adic families of modular forms.

Reviewed byHenri Darmon
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